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LAW, COMMUNITY, AND COMMUNICATIONt
MEIR DAN-COHEN*
I follow the fashion of listing no more, and no less, than three items
in a title. If it weren't for this fashion, my title would have included two
more items-interpretation and organization. I shall relate these con-
cepts in the following way: I shall pair community with interpretation
and organization with communication. An important strand in contem-
porary legal and social theory-I have in mind primarily the work of
Ronald Dworkin in this country and Jiirgen Habermas in Europe-is
fixated on the first couple consisting of community and interpretation. In
this it gives us only a partial representation of social reality and, specifi-
cally, of law; it paints only half, and as my little daughter would say-the
smaller half-of the picture. But drawing attention to the other elements
in the picture, those I call organization and communication, does not
simply supplement it. Rather, the fuller painting, I hope to show, bears
scant resemblance to the partial rendering by Dworkin and others who
belong in his mold. The linchpin that holds together the various terms I
want to relate is yet another concept-role-distance-which I borrow,
with some modifications, from the work of the sociologist Erving
Goffman.1 Let me then start by describing this linchpin.
I. ROLE-DISTANCE, COMMUNITY, AND ORGANIZATION
The term "role-distance" belongs to the vocabulary of the self as
well as to the vocabulary of social role, and serves as a bridge between
the two. It is part of a dramaturgical imagery of the self, according to
which the self consists, at least in part, of the social roles that it enacts.
The special insight that the concept of role-distance imports into this
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picture relates to the self's capacity to locate itself, metaphorically speak-
ing, at variable distances from the different roles that it occupies. Identi-
fication with a role is a matter of degree, and depending on the degree of
identification, a given role may be more or less integrated with and con-
stitutive of a particular self. This is the basic idea, and though my ac-
count of it must remain simplified, let me add a few further details.
Exactly what identification with a role or detachment from it con-
sists of is a difficult matter, but the following criterion provides at least a
proxy or approximation. When I fully identify with a role, when the
role-distance, to further exploit the spatial metaphor, is down to zero, I
enact the role "transparently"-i.e., without an explicit awareness of the
role's requirements and the fact that I fulfill them. By contrast, the pres-
ence of role-distance is marked by self-consciousness: by an explicit
awareness that I engage in playacting; that I enact a certain role by re-
sponding to its requirements and expectations.
Identification and detachment are not fixed properties of roles: The
distance between a person and a role can shrink or expand, it can fluctu-
ate over time. It is also not the case that some roles must be worn
tightly, whereas others are kept at a distance by all their takers. I can
become at times self-conscious about, and distanced from, every one of
my roles, just as it seems that every role can in principle be enacted trans-
parently by someone. Still a certain degree of uniformity in the style of
enacting different roles exists, and so some generalization regarding role-
distance is possible. Some roles call for greater identification than others.
Certain roles are in general more likely to be enacted at a distance than
other roles. So it is meaningful, though not altogether accurate, to speak
in general terms about "detached" as opposed to "non-detached" roles.
What I shall have to say depends, at any rate, on the soundness of this
distinction.
Role-distance, as I said, is the linchpin that links the various con-
cepts I want to relate. I will use role-distance first to distinguish two
types of collectivity or social structure: community and organization.
The juxtaposition is of course familiar. It immediately brings to mind
Ferdinand Tbnnies' distinction between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, 2
and I mean to capitalize on this association. But for my present pur-
poses, I first want to draw the distinction exclusively in terms of the con-
cept of role-distance. I will define a community as a social union of non-
detached roles. Or, in other words, a community is a collectivity whose
roles do not allow their holders to maintain a distance from those roles.
By contrast, an organization is a social union of detached roles; or, it is a
2. See F. T6NNIES, COMMUNITY AND SOCIETY (C. P. Loomis trans. 1957).
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collectivity whose roles allow or even call for distance. These definitions
are admittedly stipulative, but they are not arbitrary. I would like to get
at least your provisional assent to them, and I hope to earn it by an
illustration and an explanation.
Consider the role of a parent-a role within a collectivity, the fam-
ily, which in its ideal form I take to be the paradigm of community.
Contrast this role with that of say an AT&T operator, who performs
what I take to be a quintessentially organizational role. Let me now
draw your attention to a few aspects of this opposition.
First notice that there are pretty clear social norms that regulate
role-distance in these instances. To be a parent, characteristically, is to
enact a non-detached role. Since there is no distance between me and my
role as a father, since I fully identify with that role, the imperatives that
guide me in discharging it are in an important sense internal to me. I
simply do what I think best in a certain regard, e.g., in matters that per-
tain to my child's education, or behavior, or welfare.
We can say that in doing so my conduct as father is fully autono-
mous. This is not because I can treat my child with unfettered discre-
tion, let alone arbitrarily. Quite the contrary. The demands of my role
as father often are circumscribed quite narrowly, mandating a very spe-
cific attitude or course of action as the appropriate one. Still, these im-
peratives do not compromise my autonomy but rather express it, since
they follow from me; they shape or constitute an aspect of my own iden-
tity, namely that of parent.
Nor should it be thought that my autonomy in going about my
fatherly role depends on my doing so cheerfully and enthusiastically.
Many a parent would flunk this test when getting up to attend to a
screaming baby in the middle of the night, and yet their autonomy in
performing the parental role is not thereby the least bit diminished. This
conclusion derives, by close analogy, straight from Kant. The strain we
feel in performing our moral duties-according to Kant-results from
their frequent conflict with our inclinations. Still this is in an important
sense an internal struggle, between different parts or aspects of the self.
When we do follow morality, despite our inclinations, we act autono-
mously because we heed an internal, not an external, call. So also in the
case of the parent. One's identification with the role, and one's autono-
mous execution of its demands, are not undercut but rather are put to the
test by temptations and pressures that lead away from the role's require-
ments. Another way of making the same point, a way that also has clear
Kantian overtones and will serve us later, is this: In enacting a non-
detached role, my will is identical (within the role's domain) with the
role's requirements. There is therefore no question of providing me with
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some "external" motivation to perform the various aspects of my paren-
tal role-e.g., to get up to my crying baby-since an "internal" motiva-
tion is already provided in the assumption that I enact parenthood as a
non-detached role. In that case I simply will the role's various impera-
tives, although my will on occasion may have to prevail over such imped-
iments as my desire to go on sleeping.
Moreover, since there is no question of motivation to behave in ac-
cordance with the precepts of a non-detached role, there is afortiori no
question of coercion to do so. It is not that coercion is pragmatically
unnecessary, but rather that it is conceptually out of place. Coercion
becomes intelligible in this context only when the premises of my depic-
tion of (the idealized) parental role already have been vitiated-i.e., when
a gap has been opened between the person and his or her role as parent,
so that compliance with the role's requirements is put into question for
the first time.
A telephone operator's role contrasts with the parent's in all these
respects. It would be utterly appropriate for the operator to keep the role
at a distance. He can be an accomplished operator even though he just,
as it were, goes through the motions of an operator (as long as, of course,
he goes through them well enough). Since the operator need not identify
with his role, its imperatives are external to him. The main difference
between the roles of parent and operator is not that the latter role's de-
mands are more narrowly defined on any particular occasion than are the
former's. The difference, instead, lies in the source relative to the self of
the guidance provided by the role. Insofar as the role that I enact is a
detached one, I experience the role's imperatives as external, and thus
potentially as constraints. "Potentially," because the role's requirements
may coincide, of course, in general or in any specific instance with my
wants and desires. But this coincidence is, in principle, adventitious; it is
not an essential part of my relationship to a detached role.
It follows that unlike a non-detached role, a detached one presents
starkly the problems of motivation, autonomy, and coercion. Since I
keep the role at a distance--outside of me-the role's requirements do
not, in and of themselves, become my reasons or motivations for comply-
ing with them. The various tasks that compose the telephone operator's
role, such as answering the numerous phone calls and operating the elec-
tronic switchboard, are not the things the operator himself has any rea-
son or desire to do. (The crucial point here is that it makes perfectly
good sense to refer to the "operator himself," meaning the operator qua
person, aside from this particular role. By contrast, it ordinarily would
be clumsy to separate a person from, say, the parent that he is.) If the
operator is to perform his tasks, he must be motivated somehow-bribed
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or coerced-to do so. The most common combination used to this effect
contains elements of both kinds of inducement. Performing a detached
role is therefore not, as such, a display of autonomy. I say "as such,"
because depending on a more detailed theory of autonomy, as well as on
the nature of the second-order reasons one may have for enacting the
detached role, its enactment may count as autonomous after all. But the
individual's very engagement in the tasks of a telephone operator does
not purport to express the operator's own will in the way that properly
discharging parental duties is ordinarily supposed to be a manifestation
of the parent's own will.
The telephone operator is a member of an organization -AT&T in
my example-simply in the sense, and by virtue of the fact, that he holds
a detached role in that collectivity. For this reason, he in principle must
be bribed or coerced if he is to perform the role's requirements. But
don't those who do the bribing or coercing have to do so willfully, out of
identification with their roles, and thus exemplify a communal type of
participation in AT&T? And, if so, isn't there a contradiction in describ-
ing AT&T both as an organization and a community?
My answer to both these questions is negative. First, it is not neces-
sary for anyone at AT&T, including those who see to it that the operator
perform his tasks, to identify with their roles. Putting aside the historical
question of how AT&T came to be, the organization presently can con-
sist entirely of detached roles, all of which depend on some external
source of motivation for implementation by their holders. Although it is
not required that some of AT&T's roles be non-detached, however, there
would be no contradiction in terms of my proposed scheme if, in fact,
some roles were to be enacted so. It is altogether possible for AT&T to
comprise some roles-upper echelon management, perhaps-that are to
be held with no elbow room, with no personal distance. In my terminol-
ogy, AT&T would then provide a community for the holders of those
roles, whereas it would continue to be an organization for its other role
holders.
Why do some collectivities call for and some attain identification,
whereas others engender or condone role-distance? Like other social
questions, this one too can be investigated descriptively or normatively.
And the normative investigation can be conventional in character-it can
look for the source of various claims to role-identification or role-dis-
tance in a society's existing value system--or it can be critical, in the
sense of trying to assess or ground such claims from the perspective of
some ideal normative scheme. A complete theory of social structures in
terms of variations in role-distance would have to tackle these various
issues at the different levels, but that is not an enterprise in which I can
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engage here. Instead, I will settle for only some crude and speculative
observations that will serve me in my present argument.
The main hypothesis is this: There is a rough correlation in our
society between role-distance-as both norm and reality-and a form of
social organization that we can loosely call bureaucratic. Social entities
fitting under this heading are marked by their large size, formal and hier-
archical structure, and a relatively well- and narrowly-defined set of
goals. It is primarily with regard to such entities-AT&T is a paradigm
example-that role-distance is engendered and condoned. We also can
glimpse in passing an explanation-albeit a highly speculative one-for
the prominence of role-distance in bureaucratic organizations. By isolat-
ing the self from the organizational role, role-distance shields the self to a
degree from the blatant instrumentalism of these organizations. At the
same time, role-distance gives those organizations as well as their mem-
bers a certain flexibility and adaptablility that are likely to be conducive
to the organization's operational success. Detached roles can be, if nec-
essary, redefined or reassigned without thereby playing havoc with the
selves of the roles' individual bearers.
If my hypothesis is sound, my characterization of community and
organization in terms of role-distance will be roughly coextensive with
our ordinary use of those two labels, based upon some general structural
features that distinguish the two types of collectivity. My proposed char-
acterization, however, lays emphasis on what, at least for my present
purposes, deserves the greatest attention: The radically different rela-
tionship to the self that various collectivities can and ought to bear.
One final observation: Role-distance is a normative as well as de-
scriptive concept. One's appropriate distance from various roles is regu-
lated normatively and, as I said, is amenable to assessment on both
conventional and ideal grounds. In all of this, role-distance must be
sharply distinguished from alienation, which is a malady of the self. In
the conceptual scheme that I propose, alienation is an inappropriate role-
distance-i.e., it is distance from what is supposed to be one's communal
role. So understood, alienation contrasts with what would be the self's
opposite disease: misplaced identification with what ought to be a dis-
tanced, organizational role. The name of this disease is bad faith. 3
II. INTERPRETATION AND COMMUNICATION
I turn now to the second pair of concepts that I want to juxtapose:
interpretation and communication. I begin with a caveat: The way in
3. This expression is borrowed from Sartre. See J.P. SARTRE, L'ETRE ET LE NtANr 82
(1943).
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which I'm going to use these terms may well create confusion, and I shall
try to avoid it by the following clarifications. I borrow the notion of
interpretation directly from Ronald Dworkin's writings, primarily his
book Law's Empire, 4 where this concept is already shaped to suit our
legal concerns as the centerpiece of a theory that Dworkin calls "law as
interpretation. ' 5 However, it seems to me we can better understand
Dworkin's conception of interpretation, as well as appreciate its short-
comings, if we view it in the light of an important distinction drawn by
Jiirgen Habermas in his theory of communicative action.6 Habermas
sharply distinguishes between two kinds of discursive social action:
"communicative action" and "strategic communication." In communi-
cative action, the participants are oriented toward reaching agreement
through understanding. In strategic communication, by contrast, par-
ticipants are oriented toward success; they have a specific goal deter-
mined antecedently to their discursive behavior that the latter is designed
to promote. My claim is that Habermas' notion of communicative ac-
tion-i.e., discourse oriented toward agreement through understand-
ing-is closely related to Dworkin's idea of interpretation.7 I shall not be
able to defend fully this claim here-though I trust that it does not seem
particularly controversial to those familiar with the relevant writings. At
any rate, I shall have to rest my case mainly on one central factor com-
mon to both notions. The engine that drives Dworkin's interpretation as
well as Habermas' communicative action, or to shift the metaphor, the
beacon that attracts them both, is truth, or perhaps more accurately, a
shared belief in its attainability. I propose to treat interpretation and
communicative action as one pole, which I shall call-following Dwor-
kin's usage-interpretation, of an opposition that has the notion of strate-
gic communication, or simply communication, as the other pole.
The terms interpretation and communication are convenient labels
for the polarity that I want to describe, but as I warned already, and for
reasons that I hope are now somewhat clearer, my use of these terms is
potentially misleading. Both terms, interpretation and communication,
are characterizations of discourse, and thus both pertain to communica-
tion. My derivation of the notion of interpretation in part from
Habermas' concept of "communicative action" underscores this obvious
fact. Still, my proposed usage-juxtaposing interpretation with commu-
4. R. DWORKIN, LAW'S EMPIRE (1986).
5. See Law as Interpretation, in THE POLITICS OF INTERPRETATION 287 (W.J.T. Mitchel ed.
1983).
6. See J. HABERMAS, COMMUNICATION AND THE EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY ch. I (T. McCar-
thy Trans. 1979) and J. HABERMAS, THE THEORY OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTION ch. III (T. McCar-
thy trans. 1981).
7. See R. DWORKIN, TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY ch. 4 (1977); LAW'S EMPIRE, supra note 4.
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nication-has a substantive justification in addition to its convenience. It
helps bring out the internal relationship between interpretation and com-
munity that I have anticipated at the outset. My point is this: Though
the program of interpretation does characteristically involve a plurality
of participants, it is evident in both Dworkin's and Habermas' depiction
of it that the existence of a plurality is not essential to the proper analysis
and understanding of interpretation under ideal conditions. This is so for
the following reason. Those ideal conditions, which, as Professor Dwor-
kin is at pains to emphasize, point to the fact that interpretation takes
place in the context of community, secure a degree of cognitive align-
ment and motivational coordination among the participants so as to
make their plurality insignificant. As embodied in Dworkin's famous al-
legory of Judge Hercules, interpretation in principle can be understood
successfully on a monological model, as though the discourse under con-
sideration took place within an individual's internal forum in which the
interlocutors are all figments of the interpreter's own imagination.8 In
deploying competing views and arguments, these imaginary speakers
serve a purely heuristic purpose in the unified search for truth and
understanding. 9
In terms of the role-distance metaphor and the idea of community
to which it gives rise, the picture is this: When individuals fully partici-
pate in community, when they efface all distance between themselves and
their communal roles, then the system of interlocking roles, which is the
community, constitutes a configuration of partially intermingled personal
identities. "Partially," because the individual identities intermingle only
along the dimension or within the domain that defines and bounds the
particular community that these individuals share. But insofar as mat-
ters concerning the community go, the members occupy a common
space, which is fully continuous with each member's private space. We
plausibly can imagine their public discourse as taking place within a
8. Cf Michelman, The Supreme Court, 1985 Term-Foreword: Traces of Self-Government,
100 HARV. L. REV. 4, 73 (1986) ("The judge, as Dworkin envisions him, represents... by his own
practical reason our missing dialogue.").
9. The case with Habermas is more complicated. His advocacy of and contribution to a "for-
mal-pragmatic" approach to a theory of meaning is presented by him in part as a reaction against the
monological conception characteristic of "formal-semantics." He draws in this context on the "intu-
itively accessible distinction between thinking in propositions in abstraction from speaker-hearer
relations and imagining interpersonal relations." J. HABERMAS, THE THEORY OF COMMUNICATIVE
ACTION, supra note 6, at 440-41. However the dialogical component that Habermas deems essential
for the understanding of communicative action is on his view consistent with and is satisfied by the
imaginative assumption by the solitary thinker of "the roles of proponent and opponent as a commu-
nicative relation in his thought." Id. This description comports with my characterization in the text
of the essentially monological nature of interpretation. But the issue (regarding Habermas' position)
is difficult, and I cannot do it full justice here.
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single member's private forum precisely because the relevant zone of that
private forum is continuous with the community's public space.
This, I believe, is the picture that underlies and best explains the
concept of interpretation as articulated by Dworkin and Habermas. This
picture links up with a number of important features of interpretation
that I shall now consider.
Recall the examples of parent and telephone operator that I used
earlier. Dworkin derives his description of law as interpretation from an
analysis of interpretation in the context of another social practice: cour-
tesy.10 In order to keep the following comments as parallel as I can to
Dworkin's discussion, I shall also begin by placing my protagonists, the
parent first, in a similar context. Suppose that someone had just helped
my four year-old daughter to cross the street, as I happen to walk by.
Being in general a polite fellow, I wonder (this of course is just a way of
speaking) whether courtesy makes any demands on me in these circum-
stances. The answer is plain, and so I say to the benefactor something
like, "Thank you for helping my daughter." The first thing to notice
about this situation is this: My expression of gratitude is strictly a matter
of performing my role as father. After all, the benefactor has not ren-
dered any help directly to me. It is only by virtue of my parental role,
and as an aspect of it, that it is appropriate and necessary that I thank the
helper under these circumstances. But it is equally important to notice
that once I have ascertained that it is incumbent upon a father to express
gratitude under these circumstances, no further question about motiva-
tion-i.e., why did I express gratitude-arises. This motivation is al-
ready provided for (though it is not invariably guaranteed) by my general
tendency to excel at what I take myself to be-by my striving to be the
best at what I am. In this case, my general tendency to be a polite person
is sufficient to secure my performance of such a speech act, because my
being a father is simply the aspect of my personal identity that pertains to
the situation at hand.
Suppose now that the above episode happens when I'm in my wife's
company. As we're approaching the helping person, my wife urges me to
thank the stranger for her help. I demur: "It was none of this woman's
business to help our daughter go where we didn't want her to go," I
argue. It is now open to my wife to persuade me that I have taken the
wrong attitude; that gratitude and its expression are due. I may be per-
suaded by her reasons, or I may defer to her judgment, which, in matters
of courtesy, I consider superior to mine. All of this possible interaction
comports with the spirit of community and counts as an exercise in inter-
10. See R. DWORKIN, LAW'S EMPIRE, supra note 4, at 46-49.
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pretation. A good test of this conclusion is whether I can imagine the
same dialogue occurring "in my head," with me deploying my wife's arg-
uments on her behalf and then duly considering them. There is however
one thing that my wife decidedly cannot do and still remain within the
interpretive enterprise. She cannot, when all fails, squeeze my elbow and
mutter through clenched teeth: "Thank her or I'll break your arm!" As
Habermas insists, interpretation proceeds on the participants' shared as-
sumption of their mutual desire to reach the truth, to the discovery of
which they all have an equal claim. Understanding, both in the sense of
improved comprehension and increasing agreement, is the exclusive con-
cern of this form of discursive activity. Forcing assent by coercive meas-
ures cannot promote interpretation; it can only undercut it and convert it
into a form of the antinomous category-strategic communication. Ob-
serve also that resort to coercion suspends community. If I act on my
wife's threat and thank my child's benefactor for that reason, I act apart
from, and despite, my own understanding of my role as father. I am
propelled by external motivation, with whose source I do not identify.
By issuing the threat, my wife herself has stepped out of our shared com-
munal space and has, instead, installed herself as the final arbiter of an
enterprise that I am, at that moment, no longer expected to share.
Let us return now to the original version of my story to observe
another aspect of my thanking my daughter's benefactor. An important
aspect or consequence of the fact that I identify with my fatherly role, is
that by making the appropriate utterance-"Thank you for helping my
daughter"-I express my gratitude. In doing so, I abide by what speech
act theorists refer to as the condition of sincerity, which in this case sim-
ply means that my utterance truthfully conveys my sense of gratitude.
I'll have more to say later about the significance of this observation.
Now contrast the episode above with another familiar display of
politeness. Recall our second protagonist, the AT&T operator. If cour-
tesy were measured by the frequency with which one utters words of
politeness, that operator would surely be a world champion in the field.
As anyone who has ever needed his or her assistance knows, the operator
concludes each exchange, no matter how short or trivial (and these ex-
changes tend to be both) by proclaiming: "Thank you for using AT&T."
Now, on the face of it, this utterance is on all fours with my "thank you
for helping my daughter," addressed to her benefactor. Still, the differ-
ences are striking. We can mark them by looking again at the elements
of motivation, coercion, and sincerity that we have considered before.
The point about motivation can perhaps best be made by noticing
that, unlike the case of the grateful father, the operator's recitation of
thanks bears no relationship to a personal disposition towards politeness
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or its absence. This feature of the situation follows from, and testifies to,
the fact that the politeness evinced by the operator remains external to
him. Both in the case of the parent and the operator, the relevant script
is written into their respective roles. But, unlike the parent's role, the
operator's role, including the particular script we consider, remains at a
distance. The fact that the role of operator mandates an expression of
gratitude, on certain specified occasions, has in itself no hold over the
role-player. There must be some other source of motivation to compel
his utterance of the required text. Such motivation can be provided for,
consistent with the organizational nature of the role, in the form of either
bribery or coercion. A recalcitrant operator surely will be threatened
with dismissal if he fails to perform the incantation, irrespective of the
earnestness of his belief that the required practice is silly and inappropri-
ate for him, or the role he holds. Or imagine the operators going on
partial strike, their union decreeing: "No more of this 'thank you' silli-
ness until we get a raise." It would seem altogether appropriate for
AT&T to meet the union's demands by actually paying the operators to
perform that particular aspect of their task. Moreover, as our example
clearly demonstrates, the point of the organizational speech act is essen-
tially instrumental and therefore strategic. On the prevailing under-
standing of corporate legitimacy, the avowed point of the operator's
polite refrain must not be the expression of gratitude, but rather the busi-
ness purpose of trying to secure customers' continued patronage of the
firm.
Finally, observe that the norm of sincerity does not belong in this
language game. Professor John Searle, a leading speech act theorist, sup-
ports the claim that the requirement of sincerity is a condition for the
successful performance of a speech act, by observing that "it is linguisti-
cally unacceptable (though not self-contradictory) to conjoin the explic-
itly performative verb with the denial of the expressed psychological
state."11 One cannot well say, "thank you, but I'm not really grateful."
However in the operator's case, we can find an opposite and equally in-
structive oddity. It would be quite ludicrous for the overly zealous tele-
phone operator to say "thank you for using AT&T," and then add:
"And I really mean it." The oddity would not be removed even if the
particular operator happened, in fact, to experience a sense of gratitude,
born of either misplaced identification with AT&T or a belief that his
own livelihood is secured by the customer's patronage. The conclusion
that the norm of sincerity does not apply in this context is both a prod-
uct, and evidence, of an organizational setting marked by role-distance
11. J. SEARLE, EXPRESSION AND MEANING 4-5 (1979).
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and discourse that is essentially communicative-i.e., to use Habermas'
description, oriented toward success and strategic in nature.
I hope I have said enough to give at least a rough idea of how varia-
tions in role-distance give rise to two kinds of social collectivity-com-
munity and organization-and, respectively, to two forms of discourse:
truth seeking, understanding-oriented interpretation and strategic, suc-
cess-oriented communication. It is now time to place law in this
framework.
III. LEGAL ROLES AND LEGAL DIsCOURSE
In this short space, we shall not be able to derive from the frame-
work I have proposed all the answers concerning law that it potentially
might yield; but we can get a head start by first using this framework to
help us formulate some questions about law. The suggested framework
permits us to pose in three different and, I think, mutually illuminating
ways what is essentially the same question. Do the various legal actors
perform their respective roles in a detached or non-detached fashion?
Does law take place in the context of community or organization? And
finally, is legal discourse an exercise in interpretation or communication?
The general answer to each one of these questions (or more precisely to
the three formulations of the one question) seems to me to be plainly,
both. If, however, I were pressed to choose, I believe that the concepts of
role-distance, organization, and communication are more central to law
than the opposing terms. Here are some considerations that support, as
well as clarify, this hypothesis.
A. Lawyers
Much of contemporary jurisprudence, notably Dworkin's, revolves
around adjudication. Thus, the courtroom will be a natural place for us
to begin the legal part of our journey. But whereas Dworkin and others
preoccupy themselves with the role of a judge, I propose a provisional
shift of focus: I suggest that we direct our spotlight first on the lawyers.
Although the judge has the final word in the courtroom, it is the lawyers
who do most of the talking. As we investigate legal discourse, the law-
yers deserve more of our attention: How are we to characterize and un-
derstand their role and their discourse?
We can get a clue by recalling the problem we just raised when we
put the AT&T operator's thanks to the test of sincerity. Analogously,
try to imagine a lawyer presenting a compelling legal argument, only to
be greeted at the end of his speech with the judicial question: "Very
persuasive, but do you really believe what you've just said?" A judge,
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probing into the lawyer's sincerity, would be breaching some of the fun-
damental rules of the game. The point here, as in the operator's case, is
not that the one protagonist or the other-the operator or the lawyer-
might lack the psychological state that his or her speech act ostensibly
expresses. This fact, in itself, would be utterly inconsequential. The
point is that in both situations the norm of sincerity does not at all apply.
This conclusion accounts for the indisputable oddity, in both cases, of
inquiring about or affirming the psychological state that other speakers,
using the same language under different circumstances, would be ex-
pected to possess. This is not to say, of course, that the lawyer can get
away in court with absolutely any argument; there are limits to what the
lawyer is allowed to say, limits that shape and restrict his or her speech.
But sincerity has nothing to do with these limits. The condition of ade-
quacy of a lawyer's speech act is not a pure heart, but only a straight
face.
Lawyers routinely say, and indeed are expected to say, things they
are not supposed to believe. Are they therefore irredeemable liars or dis-
semblers? Perhaps so. But their ultimate salvation, if there is to be any,
lies in role-distance. When arguing before a court, the lawyer typically
performs a highly detached role. As with the telephone operator, the
lawyer's role involves a script (or rather, in this case, a range of scripts),
which the lawyer is motivated to utter simply by being paid to do so. We
must further investigate the shape and the point of this arrangement.
But we can already observe that it is only a picture such as this that can
take lawyers off the moral hook and preserve their rectitude by maintain-
ing a space-visible and generally recognized-between their person and
their role, and thus between their beliefs and their utterances.' 2
What is the point of a role that systematically engages its holders in
the performance of insincere speech acts? There is a conventional answer
to this query: We should not consider a single lawyer's speech in isola-
tion, but rather we should view it as part of a process. And the process,
unlike its component parts viewed separately, is designed to attain legal
truth. By pitting one-sided lawyers against each other, the process as-
sures that each side of the coin is painted meticulously for the judge to
inspect and make the right decision.
12. My view of the lawyer's role is accordingly antithetical to the one suggested by Professor
Charles Fried in The Lawyer as Friend: The Moral Foundations of the Lawyer-Client Relation, 85
YALE L.J. 1060 (1976) (arguing that an attorney is a legal friend who makes his client's interests his
own in so far as necessary to preserve the client's autonomy within the law). I side instead with
Fried's critics, according to whom, "Most lawyers are free-lance bureaucrats." Dauer and Leff, The
Lawyer as Friend 86 YALE L.J. 573, 581 (1977) (Reply to Professor Fried).
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The premise that underlies this conventional account-that legal
truth will best emerge out of the opposition between two deliberate ef-
forts to distort it-raises, of course, many difficult problems. 13 But I
shall not challenge this premise here. Instead, I want to suggest that
even if we grant its validity, grounds remain for dissatisfaction with the
account of litigation that rests on it. First, this account assigns to the
lawyer a function that is best understood as a "latent function": one that
ought to be hidden from the lawyer himself. On the premise we granted,
truth is best served when each lawyer acts as if he or she were devoted to
his or her client's cause. But if the lawyer took seriously the notion that
all this is done only in the service of his real function-to attain the
truth-he might be tempted, consciously or unconsciously, to cheat
against his assigned role by himself glimpsing the truth and smuggling it
into his presentation, thereby undermining the process that his one-
sidedness is supposed to serve. The acceptance of the proposed account
of a lawyer's role by the lawyers themselves accordingly would be self-
defeating. Evidence abounds that lawyers, in fact, do not construe their
role in light of the conventional account. Which lawyer, for example,
would ever celebrate his or her latest defeat in court by toasting the vic-
tory of truth?
The second inadequacy of the proposed account is that it explains
only some, but not all, of the prominent features of lawyers' discourse.
Even if presenting one-sided arguments can be thought plausibly to pro-
mote truth, it is much more difficult to maintain such optimism with
regard to other aspects of the lawyer's performance. I have in mind
practices such as "courtroom tactics" or "litigation strategies." These
terms do not, after all, describe some devious practices of shady lawyer-
ing; they are part and parcel of the prevailing conception of a lawyer's
role, and they can feature unabashedly in any law school's curriculum.
We need an account of the lawyer's role that encompasses these ad-
ditional features and serves, without self-destruction, the lawyers them-
selves in the construal of their task. Such an account is, of course,
readily available. It is simply that the lawyer's role is designed to help
his or her client win a lawsuit. Insofar as litigation is concerned, this is
the lawyer's primary function; occasional lame references to the lawyer
as an "officer of the court" can neither mask nor change this overwhelm-
ing reality.14 We must dwell longer on such characterization of the law-
yer's role, but we can first draw out its implications for the kind of
13. Such problems are discussed, for example, in J. FRANK, COURTS ON TRIAL: MYTH AND
REALITY IN AMERICAN JUSTICE ch. VI (1949).
14. Cf M. DAMASKA, THE FACES OF JUSTICE AND STATE AUTHORITY: A COMPARATIVE
APPROACH TO THE LEGAL PROCESS 143 (1986) ("The invocation of counsel as officer of the court is
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discourse in which lawyers engage. Their discourse is a paradigmatic
case of strategic, success-oriented communication. It is geared toward
the attainment of a preconceived goal-that is, a favorable outcome for
one's client. In speaking, the lawyer is acutely aware of the identity of
his or her audience-the judge or the jury. The latter's disposition and
attitude, inasmuch as he can ascertain them, strategically guide both the
style and the content of the lawyer's speech.15
The account of lawyering that I have just outlined is so obvious that
we may fail to be puzzled by it, but it is important for my argument that
we are. However, our perceptions and beliefs in this area are sufficiently
mixed that it should not be difficult, I hope, to provoke the requisite
puzzlement. Think of it this way: Here is the judge heroically laboring
at the altar of truth, while being constantly diverted by two characters
who view it as their legitimate purpose to deflect her, each one trying to
sway the judge in his preferred direction. The same incongruity can be
stated in different terms. The judge, we are told, engages in an Hercu-
lean effort at interpretation. She is trying to divine the right answer to
the legal problem by (ideally) constructing a comprehensive theory of
law that would best fit the extant legal materials and present them in the
most attractive moral light. But the other discussants, from whom she
seeks assistance and illumination, instead of joining the interpretive ef-
fort, overtly adopt a communicative mode and, by using various discur-
sive tactics and strategies, they try to extract a favorable result from the
judge.
This dissonant mixture of discursive styles is no doubt puzzling, but
we can start toward a solution by observing how far removed the circum-
stances of a trial are from conditions that, according to Habermas, ought
to characterize truly interpretive discourse. The participants in the latter
designed to constrain the excessive amalgamation of the lawyer's interest with that of his client and
to forestall the transformation of privately managed litigation into a melee of self-seeking.").
15. This characterization of lawyers' speech should be distinguished from a related one pro-
posed by Joseph Raz. The latter is based on his distinction between 'committed' and 'detached'
normative statements. Committed statements are made by those who accept the validity of a norma-
tive system. Detached statements do not imply such acceptance: the speaker makes them from the
point of view of someone who accepts the system's validity, without being himself so committed.
According to Professor Raz, the lawyer advising her client is a good example of such detached, non-
committed speech. But notice that detached speech can still be sincere: In the usual case, the lawyer
would be expected to convey to her client her sincere view of the legal situation (whether or not she
also accepts it as sound or authoritative). By contrast, the strategic communication that I ascribe to
the lawyer in court is 'detached' in a stronger sense, in that it is exempt from the norm of sincerity
altogether. See J. RAZ, PRACTICAL REASON AND NORMS 170-77 (1975), and THE AUTHORITY OF
LAW: ESSAYS ON LAW AND MORALITY 153-77 (1979). As Raz points out, the distinction is pres-
ent, albeit in a less crystallized form, in Kelsen's writings. The description of Raz's distinction in the
language of committed vs. detached statements is introduced in H.L.A. HART, Legal Duty and Obli-
gation, in ESSAYS ON BENTHAM: JURISPRUDENCE AND POLITICAL THEORY 127, 153-55 (1982).
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enterprise each have an equal claim to interpretive truth. They are moti-
vated to reach common understanding, and their mutual accommodation
is free from coercion. But this picture is a poor model for the trial in
which, at the end of the day, the judge's interpretive conclusion will pre-
vail, even in the face of lingering disagreement, as a result of the superi-
ority not of reason but of brute force. Faced with the prospect of an
unwelcome (and perhaps unwarranted) interpretation forced on them by
the judge, the litigants' response is not surprising. They resort to an ex-
pert in strategic communication-a lawyer-to make right the discursive
imbalance and to reduce the likelihood that coercive measures will be
visited upon them.
So far, we have answered two of the three questions posed with re-
gard to the lawyer's role: We have characterized it as a detached role
and the lawyer's speech as a species of communication. The remaining
task is to identify and characterize the collectivity within which the law-
yer's role is defined and in relationship to which this role is enacted. The
answer is evident: The lawyer's role is defined by and is a constituent of
the municipal legal system and, as such, this role belongs, as does the
legal system itself, to the state. We should not be misled by the fact that
a lawyer typically is not an employee of the state and is not, in this sense,
a public official. Nothing of importance for our purposes hangs on this
formality, as is evidenced by the fact that nothing in our understanding
of the lawyer's role changes on those occasions-think of the prosecutor
or the public defender-in which the lawyer is a state employee.
Whether on the government's payroll or not, the lawyer is, if you like, an
official of the legal system and, in this important sense, his role belongs to
the collectivity whose legal systems it is, namely to the state. The point is
worth stressing because it provides a crucial link to the following conclu-
sion. Seen from the perspective of the lawyer's role, the state is, in my
proposed definition, an organization, that is, a union of detached roles.
The relationships that it defines among its members (I am still talking
only about lawyers in court) are external relationships-mediated but
also separated by the visible gaps between the selves involved-between
people in their "personal" capacity, on the one hand, and the clusters of
tasks, duties, and expectations (discursive or otherwise) which make up
those people's detached roles, on the other. It is in its capacity as an
organization that we can best understand the state cultivating a breed of
speakers who are exempt from the norm of sincerity and one of whose
tasks consists in the use of communicative strategies to defend individu-
als against the state's own coercive power.
A further question that naturally arises-why should the state up-
hold such an arrangement-would take us further afield into political
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theory than we can now venture. I only want to remove the air of para-
dox from what looks like a self-defeating interpretation of the lawyer's
role from the state's perspective. In principle, there is nothing paradoxi-
cal about observing different roles in an organization working at, what
looks like, cross purposes. This might mean only that the organization's
purpose is more complex than we initially thought, or that the organiza-
tion does indeed serve conflicting purposes, such that the interactions
among conflicting roles are the way the organization reaches a compro-
mise or an accommodation.
We have been dealing so far exclusively with the lawyer's role, and it
was only in regard to this role that we considered the state as an organi-
zation. But we now can expand our vision, and observe the state in a
more cinemascopic fashion, unrestricted by any particular role that it
assigns. In terms of our two-fold classification, what sort of entity is it?
The case for classifying the state as an organization looks overwhelm-
ing. 16 We cannot fully examine this case here, but it will suffice if I men-
tion two prominent features of the state that strongly argue in favor of
this classification: bureaucracy and coercion. We often think of the state
as a vast bureaucracy or, perhaps more accurately, as a conglomerate of
bureaucracies-all impersonal, goal-oriented, self-perpetuating organiza-
tions. As I have said before, such entities inspire distance, and we tend
to experience our interactions with them, in whatever role or capacity, as
remote and external. The state is also the quintessential coercive collec-
tivity. It often addresses us by means of threats, backed by the most
brutal force. Reliance on such external motivation for compliance with
the state's demands both fosters and reflects distance. It is at once a
recognition and a consolidation of the fact that one's actual continued
assent is not required or expected as a condition of one's playing a role in
a collective enterprise. When we contemplate the state under both of
these aspects-bureaucracy and coercion-we think of an organization,
of a collectivity whose claims are external to us and from whose clutches
we flee by maintaining a distance between our engagements with it, on
the one hand, and our true selves, on the other.17
These aspects are, of course, not the only aspects under which the
state can be contemplated. The state is not just bureaucracy and coer-
cion. To be an American, for example, is not only to stand in a certain
16. For an exploration of some legal-theoretical implications of applying to the state an organi-
zational perspective, see M. DAN-COHEN, RIGHTS, PERSONS, AND ORGANIZATIONS: A LEGAL
THEORY FOR BUREAUCRATIC SOCIETY 163-98 (1986).
17. For a similar conception of the state and its relation to the self see Gabel, The Phenomenol-
ogy of Rights-Consciousness and the Pact of the Withdrawn Selves, 62 TEX. L. REV. 1563, 1563
(1984).
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relationship to the American government and to be subject to its coercive
threats. It also means to share important bonds of language, culture,
history, and morality with a vast number of other people. "American" is
accordingly a summary reference to a composite role or perhaps even
more accurately, a cluster of roles, many of which are non-detached, in-
extricable constituents of an American's innermost identity. The state is
therefore also the social union of these non-detached roles and, to that
extent, a community.
But the organizational aspects of the state cannot be ignored. These
aspects of the state enjoy special relevance in connection to law. Law
characteristically provides the context or the medium within which we
encounter the state as government, that is to say, in its bureaucratic and
coercive capacities.18
B. Judges
With these observations we can now move to what will be the last
stage of our inquiry: a consideration of the judicial role. We shall again
proceed in terms of the three questions we posed before, trying to charac-
terize in terms of our dichotomies the kind of role, discourse, and collec-
tivity that pertain to judging.
I have just summarized a case for the communal conception of the
state, and it is along these lines that Dworkin's theory of adjudication,
and of law, gains whatever plausibility it has. The judge is rooted in a
common culture and a shared morality, and is the exponent of an evolv-
ing tradition. She is, in Professor Owen Fiss' idiom, 19 the articulator of
our (that is the community's) public values. She engages in what is a
quintessentially interpretive venture, of which Dworkin's analysis is as
good as we have ever had: The judge tries to express in her decision the
best vision of the community's tradition that she can divine. In doing so,
there is no space, as Professor Stanley Fish is right to insist,2o between
the judge's personal and judicial views on the matter. And there is no
space, because her judicial views are her personal views, just as being a
judge is being simply who she is at the relevant time and with regard to
the relevant issues. Seen in this light, the judge's interpretive utterances
are marked by sincerity: They convey her genuine vision, conditioned
but not separated by her role, of the proper disposition of the case, sup-
18. There is of course considerable literature warning against the fallacy and the danger of
conceiving of the state in excessively communal terms. A well-known example is R. NISBET, THE
QUEST FOR COMMUNITY (1953).
19. See Fiss, The Supreme Court, 1978 Term-Foreword: The Forms of Justice, 93 HARV. L.
REV. 1 (1979).
20. See Fish, Still Wrong After All These Years, 6 LAw AND PHIL. 401, 412 (1987).
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ported by what she takes to be the best arguments and the right
principles.
This is an ennobling, almost beatific, picture of the judicial role, and
it is valid as far as it goes. But it does not go very far. It starts to come
apart as soon as the judge looks down from these interpretive heights at
the litigants and recalls the bearing that the conclusions she reaches will
have on them. The judge must then realize that in the litigants' ears, her
interpretive pronouncements are liable to be converted into hard-edged
communication, as they come down not just clothed in the state's author-
ity, but also backed by its superior physical force. That is an essential
part of the legal context-the acceptance of the judge's position by the
litigants is not conditional upon their reaching an agreement on the mer-
its of her position, an agreement discursively worked out through the free
flow of unconstrained, truth-oriented speech. On the contrary, the par-
ties' assent is ultimately secured through brute force. We have already
observed the implications of this all-important fact for the lawyer's role.
But this fact is significant in shaping the judge's role as well. Even if the
judge sets out to perform a feat of Dworkinian interpretation in the con-
text of community, she then must convey her interpretive conclusions to
the litigants. And in doing so, she must shift, as we have just observed,
into an altogether different discursive mode. The judge presents the liti-
gants with a non-debatable proposition; the ultimate purpose of the
judge's utterances is to secure compliance, not to generate agreement;
and her speech act is accompanied by a threat of force. In short, we have
here the makings of strategic communication that stands in sharp con-
trast to the interpretive soliloquy in which the judge may have engaged
before.
We have now come up with a composite, two-stage depiction of ju-
dicial discourse. First, the judge engages in Dworkinian interpretation in
which, as you remember, she is instructed to scan all relevant legal texts
and construct a theory that fits them best, while presenting them in the
most attractive moral light. Having reached in this way a conclusion
that she believes to be right, the judge then faces the additional task of
writing an opinion-i.e., addressing the parties in a way designed to se-
cure their compliance with the results of the interpretive exploration.
But a moment's reflection will reveal that this two-stage process,
with its promise of peaceful coexistence between interpretation and com-
munication in the judicial role, is highly problematic. It faces an obvious
difficulty: If the actual judicial pronouncements-the judicial opinions-
are crafted strategically, with an eye to communicative exigencies, then it
makes no sense to take these same opinions at face value as the texts that
ought to guide and to ground the interpretive efforts during the first
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stage. Once we allow communicative concerns to enter into judicial
speech, we cannot maintain the interpretive stage intact. When legal ma-
terial becomes infected with strategic, success-oriented considerations, it
no longer can plausibly be held up as the repository of the community's
accummulated wisdom and ideals. The text was designed with a motive
ulterior to that of discovering the truth and conveying it so as to promote
understanding and foster agreement. Now as a truth seeking interpreter,
I must somehow see through the rhetorical devices and the strategic in-
tentions. Using the judicial text as rendered as the object of my interpre-
tation is bound to lead me astray.
I have focused so far on the relation in which the judge stands to the
parties, but the communicative exigencies of his role do not stop here. In
articulating our public values, to use again Fiss' phrase, judges do not
view themselves, nor are they viewed by others, as contributing to the
public's enlightenment along lines essentially similar to, say, moral phi-
losophers or legal scholars. The judge's proffered articulations do not
engage in discursive competition with the other sources, and his claim to
interpretive superiority is not put to the test of general assent. A judicial
pronouncement is presented as unconditionally valid; it must be followed
whether or not we concede its truth or accept its authority. In either
case, it is backed up by the state's force, ready to descend on those who
resist the judicial interpretation and would opt for a different
articulation.
The fact that the state's power underwrites the judge's pronounce-
ments reveals their true discursive point. Judicial utterances are sup-
posed to secure certain forms of conduct, not only to highlight or
recommend their desirability. These utterances are therefore success-
rather than truth-oriented; they are communicative rather than interpre-
tive. And, given the coercive background against which a judicial speech
is uttered, the more successful it is in inducing compliance, the less need
there may be to resort to the coercive measures that back it up.
The judge's communicative task is not a simple one, and we cannot
hope to do justice to its complexities in the present essay. Let me just
mention very briefly two of the difficulties with which judicial communi-
cation must cope: One is the multiplicity of audiences and the other is
the variability of contexts. In the case of interpretive discourse, these
issues do not arise. As you recall, I said earlier that interpretive activity
can be understood in essentially monological terms: No special attention
need be paid to the audience and the context. The speaker shares a com-
mon context with the hearer and tacitly assumes the hearer to have the
same linguistic and cognitive dispositions as his own. Thus, context and
audience recede into the background and are taken for granted. By con-
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trast, the judge can take neither audience nor context for granted. First,
to make her pronouncement stick, the judge must consider the possibility
that she addresses a multiplicity of audiences, whose responses to a given
utterance might vary considerably. I have no space to explore this issue
any further here; all I can do is drop a footnote to Professor Sadurski's
helpful illustrations of what he calls the "strategy of reassurance" in
which the Supreme Court engages when it affirms in general terms a
dominant moral view while actually deciding the case in accordance with
a more controversial moral position. 21 The Court here is playing to dif-
ferent audiences, so to speak, and its rhetoric involves a difficult balanc-
ing act that tries to respond to their contrasting dispositions and
expectations.
Variability of context is a problem that results primarily from the
temporal dimension of judicial opinions: The judge projects her vision
into an indefinite future and thus must intend it to exert its force under
changing circumstances. If her vision is to command compliance in the
long run, the judge must be sensitive to the contextual shifts under which
her opinion will necessarily operate. Again here I can do no more than
give an illustrative reference, this time to Professor Blasi's view of First
Amendment doctrine-as designed with times of political emergency in
the judge's mind22-and to the illuminating exchange between Blasi and
Professor Christie about the role of strategic considerations of this kind
in judicial opinions. 23
Characterizing judicial speech as communicative provides the an-
swer to one of the three questions concerning the judicial role that we
have posed. Let me now turn to a brief consideration of the other two.
The judge's utterances, I have observed, are presented to us as non-op-
tional, non-negotiable propositions; from the outset they are assured vic-
tory in the competition for legal truth. But why do judges claim
infallibility, which they do not in fact possess and which is backed by
force they do not fully control? The only satisfactory answer I can see is
that they do not. Or, perhaps more cautiously, that they ought not. So if
21. Sadurski, It All Comes Out in the End: Judicial Rhetoric and the Strategy of Reassurance, 7
OXFORD J. LEG. STUD. 258 (1987).
22. See Blasi, The Pathological Perspective and the First Amendment, 85 COLUM. L. REv. 449
(1985) (arguing that courts should interpret the first amendment to provide maximum protection
when intolerance-of unorthodox ideas is prevalent and government is likely to stifle dissent).
23. See Christie, Why the First Amendment Should Not Be Interpreted From the Pathological
Perspective: A Response to Professor Blasi, 1986 DUKE L.J. 683 (advocating that judges should con-
sider legal argument, rather than a theory of societal good, in deciding cases); Blasi, The Role of
Strategic Reasoning in Constitutional Interpretation: In Defense of the Pathological Perspective, 1986
DUKE L.J. 696 (advocating the use of strategic reasoning to safeguard "core" constitutional commit-
ments in first amendment cases).
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some do, they suffer from a massive case of bad faith. As with the law-
yer's escape from the charge of dissembling, the judge's defense from
what otherwise would be spectacular hubris lies also in role-distance. An
implicit claim to infallibility is written into the judicial role, but it does
not attach to the judge qua person. In other words, we-this includes
judges as well-must at all times be aware of the difference between the
judge in his or her personal and official capacities. The rather sharp line
between the two can be erased and the distance between them eliminated,
only at the cost of the judge ascribing to him or herself awesome, and
rather grotesque, omnipotence and omniscience.
Insofar as the judge's is a distant role, to that extent his is also an
organizational rather than a communal function. This conclusion is not
surprising. It is eminently consistent with the bureaucratic and coercive
aspects of the state that are inextricably connected with the judicial role.
It is an avowed purpose of this social structure to secure order and pro-
mote cooperation, if need be by force, in the face of recalcitrance, moral
diversity, and disagreement. This is an agenda far removed from the
spirit of community and fraternity that underlies and motivates Dwor-
kin's theory of law. And it is in relation to this agenda that the judicial
role must be understood.24
CONCLUSION
I cannot examine here other legal role players, most importantly
citizens in their capacity as litigants and in other capacities, and I shall
end with the two following observations. First, by describing judging, as
well as lawyering, in terms of role-distance, strategic communication,
and organization, I do not mean to deny that important aspects of these
roles are better understood in the vocabulary of identification, interpreta-
tion, and community. I must remind you of what I said at the outset,
that I take interaction between both polarities to provide a key to a
proper understanding of law. So my stressing the pole that I did is
purely reactive, to right an imbalance in present day jurisprudence that
Dworkin's theory mainly creates. My second and related observation is
this: The terms I used to characterize one pole-identification, commu-
nity, and interpretation-are likely to sound to many ears as friendly
terms, whereas the other three-distance, organization, and strategic
communication-will sound as hostile ones. The tone with which I have
used these terms may indeed have contributed to this impression. I
24. For a compelling expression of a vision of law and of the judicial role that accentuates their
coerciveness see Cover, The Supreme Court, 1982 Term-Foreword: Nomos and Narrative, 97
HARV. L. REv. 4 (1983), and Violence and the Word, 95 YALE L.J. 1601 (1986).
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therefore must make clear that it is not part of my overt or hidden
agenda to endorse the former pole and condemn the latter one. To be
sure, there is a great temptation to envision utopias conceived exclusively
in terms of the friendly categories.25 But short of utopia, we must con-
tend with both poles. There is need and value in distance as well as iden-
tification, organization as well as community, communciation as well as
interpretation, although of course there is room for much disagreement
concerning the desirable proportions between the two sets in our imper-
fect, non-utopian world. My main point is a much more limited one, and
it is independent of our attitude to the two contrasting poles of social life.
It can be put-somewhat tendentiously-this way: That we should be
wary of a fable that likens the operation of the judicial system to an exer-
cise in the composition of a chain novel, 26 and of a legal theory that
considers literary criticism as an adequate model for the legal enterprise.
It is quite a strange novel that has as its dramatic punchline the execu-
tion of some of its intended readers. And this prospect, while no doubt
concentrating these readers' minds, may put a strain on their interpretive
skills that is quite unfamiliar in literary circles.
25. Such a temptation is one of the themes in Gabel and Kennedy, Roll Over Beethoven, 36
STAN. L. REV. 1 (1984).
26. See DWORKIN, supra, note 4, at 228-38.
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